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Sororities Welcome Fraternity Rush Goes Two Weeks
New Members
During Rush
East Inter Fraternity
Conference in Atlanta,
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Georgia. Many of the speakers
present at the conference
stressed the need of an
Fraternity Rush in the
unstructured rush. By using
past has been structhe unstructured rush, the fratured as a one week. ternity is given more freedom
period jam packed with open
to hedule different activities
houses and information nights.
Such as cook outs, games, or
The week would elate with the
trips.
tradition of Her Run. Due to Y When Dyer first brought
the declining Bomber of men
the idea of instituting the procoming out for Rush, thelntergram to the recruitment chairs,
Fraternity Council (IFC)
the response was positive. The
decided tocha B the rash forprogram was adjusted and
mat toe two v eekperiod
structured to the desires of the
The two we«& period was
fraternities mi the Fall 1997
forfMki to alloHhe fraternities
Rush**** the trial period.
mole time to plan alternative
The number of new memactivities whic| would appeal
bers was less than expected.
to more ran* and end & a tetThe average number for each
ter rash. One of the main
organization was around four
developers of this program
men. The reaction to these low
was John Dyer, IFC Vice
numbers ,were disappointing
PWBdwt of Rush, Alpha Chi
but no one was quick to blame
Rho. He came up with the new
the the new system. Most
plan after attending the South
agreed that a change of the
By: GREG McCARNEY

By: KELLY GEROW
Staff Writer

/t is a weekend that starts
with parties, mixing,
meeting, and making a
good impression and ends
with a violent group hug. It is
sorority rush.
Every fall and spring, the
nine sorority chapters at
Longwood hold a fall rush
open to all non-Greek women
who have at least 12 credits, a
2.0 G.P.A., and have paid the
$15 registration fee. Around
80 women participated in this
semester's rush.
Rush began Friday night
in Stubbs with a series of
Coke parties. The rushees
were put into groups and went
to five different chapter
rooms. Each sorority met in
half hour sessions with ten
minute breaks in between
each session. During the parties, the rushees were asked
about themselves and were
given the opportunity to ask
about the sororities.
"It's like a taste test," said
Tara Kelliher, Vice President
of the Cabinet for Pan
Hellenic. Kelliher was also a
Rho Chi advisor, who assisted
the rushees.
The rushees attended
Coke parties for the remaining
four sororities Saturday morning. After the afternoon break,
they were given invitations to
open houses held that
evening, to meet with the

.

sororities that had issued them
call backs. On average, rushees
attended four sorority open
houses. Time spent with a
sorority varied depending on
the rushee's interest in the
sorority.
After open houses, the
sororities met for bid sessions.
Each sorority had an A and B
list of women. The women they
wanted to join the most were
placed on the A list. If a woman
did not place that sorority as her
first preference, then the sorority moved to the B list. In the
event that a sorority did not
meet their quota, they were able
to offer snap bids to women
who had not received bids.
The bids were delivered to
the rushees' rooms, and they
had to accept or decline at the
Greek Affairs office in
Lankford by 4 p.m.
The
weekend
ended
Sunday evening with Walk,
where the nine sororities
marched from Stubbs to the
lawn behind Lankford and
waited to receive their new
members. The rushees were
lined in alphabetical order, and
when a woman's name and her
accepted sorority were called,
the sisters of that sorority
rushed to her and engulfed her
in a hug.
Rush is over until Spring,
when Freshmen will be able to
participate. Until then, there
will be plenty of new women in
matching shirts and jumpers
standing proudly with their sisten.

present system was needed but
extending the rush was not the
best idea. The difficulty found
with the two week system was
that most prospective members and most fraternity members didn't want to spend the
time inrush. It would be much
easier to have rush in one
week.
The prevailing opinion of
all the organizations was that
rush is a year round process,
Dot a one week blitz of cookouts and open houses. The key
to a successful rush is to not
become Irustratbd by a rush
with low Ambers. When
asked his opinion on rush,
John Dyer said, "I think that
the fraternities are making an
honest effort to improve nobRush will improve as long
as we keep on improving our
strategies, k*ep an open mind,
not get frustrated and work
together. Things will star to go
uphill."

White and Thompson Named
Player of the Week
Longwood College freshman Heather White (BurkeLake Braddock H.S.) and
senior Steve Thompson
(Dumfries-CJar-Field H.S.)
have been selected as this
week's Longwood
College/Domino's Players of
the Week. White and]
Thompson are standouts on
the College's field hockey andp
men's soccer teams, respectively. The Longwood College
sports information office
selects the weekly honorees
among Lancer Athletics.
White turned in an impres-

.

sive three match performance
last weekend (Sept. 13-14) at a
tournament hosted by Indiana
(Pa.). The first-year forward
scored four goals while adding
three assists as Longwood won
two of three matches. White
had three goals and an assist
during a 5-0 win over
SWlannine (Ky.), one goal and
one assist in a 2-0 win C
host IUP, and added an assist
during a disappointing 2-1 loss
to Kutztown (Pa). For her
efforts in Pennsylvania, White
was named as the tournament's
co-most valuable player.

r

Earlier in the week, White
scored a goal during a 6-1 win
at Lynchburg College. The
Lancers currently sport a
record of 4-1 this season.
"Heather is undeterred by
the opposition and very
focused on goal when she is in
the circle," explained assistant
field hockey coach Nancy
Joel "She takes full advantage of opportunities presented
$o her and has added to our
overall team attack this sea-

See Athletics page 5
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THE ROTUNDA

EDITORIALS
Cooper's Corner: Adjusting to Life at Longwood
by SHARON COOPER,
Rotunda Staff Columist

/"^fo here I am in my Senior
m year of college, or rather
KJ my super-senior year, and I
have had a lot of realizations. I hear
there is a big Freshman class this year,
and I remember what it felt like to be
somewhere new—for me it was at
VCU before I transferred here.
College is a transitional time.
Moving away for the first time, taking on new responsibilities, feeling
scared, wondering if you fit in—or
deckling if it really matters. It is kind
of funny if you think about it. All
your life, your mother (or whoever)
warned you not to talk to strangers,
but in college you are forced to live

with a stranger, MOVE IN with
someone you have never iuet, and
within a week, you are using each
other's shaving cream and feeling like
you have known each other forever.
Maybe you love your first few
months away, or maybe you cannot
wait to visit your old friends back
home. Hopefully, before long, you
will visit home, and when it is time
to go back to school, you will call
Longwood home as well.
I am writing this column because it is something I have always
wanted to do, but I never had the
"time" to. That is my first piece of
advice to Freshmen (and to everyone
else too). Make time for things that
matter. Here is a few other thoughts
on college, specifically here at
Longwood.

* For some, Longwood's
population may be an extension of
home, or it may be a shock. Take
advantage of a unique opportunity.
On your hall (or somewhere in your
dorm) there are probably people from
different states (maybe different
countries), or from a different religious background, or just with different ideas. Staying up until midnight to learn about someone different than you can be just as valuable
as your 8:30 am class.
* Find a balance that works for
you. Some people cannot handle a
job, 18 credits, joining Greek life, and
being in a musical all at one time.
Others might need a semester with
few commitments. Sometimes you
have to learn to say no in order to
make time for things that count (and

it is okay if that list changes while
you are here).
♦Take a class for fun. Maybe
you have not figured out your major,
but even if you have, you might realize that you have talents you have
never even realized.
* Take advantage of all the free
events. How many other times in
your life will you be able to see speakers, sporting events, art shows, and
plays for free?

Longwood will be whatever
you make of il. Take some chances.
Have some fun (oh, and study too).
After all, it may be the best four (or
five) years of your life.
Is there anything you would
like Cooper to comment on? Please
let her know by sending a note toThe
Rotunda/ c/o Sharon Cooper/ Box
2901 or e-mailing her at
rotunda@longwoodlwc.eda

From The Editor's Desk:
Freshmen Have it Right
by MICHAEL P.H. YOUNG,
Editor-in-Otief

~W ~T pperclassmen, think back to your freshman year. (Enter way-back
I /machine music) Think about the people that you lived with. Think
V_y about the community aspect of that hall which you lived on. Think
about ACTUALLY going to the hall programs that your R.A. came up with,
like going to see Tom Deluca as a group or heading to the Tea Room one
night Think about the first night that you stayed up with your hallmates until
4 AM just to get to know each other and share some of your past experiences.
Think about that first day you moved in and met 40 to 50 new faces, all of
them just as scared as you were.
Now ask yourself this question: Can you name the people you lived
with as a freshman at Longwood College and how many of them do you
keep in contact with on a regular basis?
With some degree of certainty, I can say most of you cannot This is
not adig on anyone in any way, shape or form because I know that I am guilty
of the same thing as everyone else. I have moved on to new friends and new
experiences just like the rest of you, but I can still vividly picture all the events
from my freshman year. Even/time I go onto a freshman hall, all of my
1997-1998 Rotunda Staff
memories come rushing back to me and it is one of the coolest tilings that I
Michael PM. Young
experience in my life. I can remember the good times, and the bad. I can
vividly remember the time that the people on my hall gathered and talked at
Editor-In-Chief/Sports Editor
the end of the hall on Monday night until 4 AM because the air-conditioner
was out and no one could sleep. I can remember the first girl I thought was
Deitra Nance
Melanie Barker
Mikee French
cute
on my hall.
A—latant Editor
Chief Copy Editor
Layout and Page Designer
As we go further into our college experience, we start breaking apart
from
that
community that was started as freshmen and begin losing touch
Nina Lynch
News and Editorials Editor
with
the
first
good friends that we had here. Building community in the resiGregory "Upsilon Sigma" McCarney.
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Elizabeth Crispens
Co-General Manager dence halls is crammed down our throats, but no one wants to do anything
about it We choose to stick to our cliques and who we want to live with and
C. Brandi Frasier
Co-General Manager
Sylvia Odell
Business Manager isolate ourselves from everyone else. I say that we need to revert back to our
Jeremy Glesner.
Advertising Manager "freshman mentality" when it comes to this issue. I have lived on a hall
where the only people that I knew were the guys I lived with, my RA and
Heather Whitacre
Photography Manager
Shelly Perutelli
Copy Editor her roommate, and three girls from down the hall. How messed up is that
Jeff Dingeldein
Advisor when you don't even know your hallmates names?
I guess the freshman have it right and I should shout to them to not let
it
slip
away,
no matter if you join a fraternity or sorority, move on to new
Staff Writers/Columnists
things,
don't
forget
the people that you first rjecame good friends with and the
April Moore ♦ Jaclyn O'Laughlin ♦ Jessica McCaughey ♦ Benjamin Tufts ♦
community aspect of your environment
Sharon Cooper ♦ Kristin Wigington* Kelly Gerow ♦ Cali Adams ♦ Reuben Skye Rose
Upperclassmen, when was the last time you went down to someone's
♦ Saryna Somerville ♦ Jeromy French ♦
room that you didn't know and just stuck your head in just to say hello? Just
a thought

The Rotunda, a student newspaper at Longwood College, is published weekly during the school
year (except on holidays and exam periods and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville,
Virginia.
All stories, advertisements, and photographs must be submitted by 5 PM Monday in order to run in
Wednesday's paper. The Rotunda will not accept any late stories.
If you wish to have a story covered, please contact the office and allow a week for most assignment
to be given to a staff writer. In case of extenuating circumstances, accomodations may be made. The
offices of The Rotunda are located in the Lankford Student Union, Room 142. The office phone number
is (804) 395-2120 and our e-mail address is: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and should be mailed to Box 2901 and should be addressed as
such. They must be typed and received by 5 PM Monday in order to be published in the Wednesday
edition. All letters are subject to editing, and signatures are required. Any person wishing to have his/her
name withheld from the letter may request, in writing, to withhold the name at press. Letters may be
printed at any time, and some will be responded to by the Editor.
The Rotunda does not discriminate based on religion, sex, ethnic background, sexual orientation or
handicap. All inquiries should be directed to Michael PH. Young, Editor-in-Chief.
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THE ROTUNDA

NEWS
Walking Above Water, Walking Below Smoke
by: REUBEN SKYE ROSE
Staff Columnist

ater flows below our
feet everyday here at
Longwood.
After
being heated in oil and wood
fueled boilers, the water turns
into steam which then travels,
through pipes, toward our
rooms and buildings. Once in
our buildings, the cycle is
reversed: the steam converts
back into water, travels underground back to where it started, and the process is repeated
all over again.
If it was not for this watercycling process, we would all
be complaining about cold
showers and frosty rooms—
especially in the wintertime. It
is this cycle which heats our
buildings and water.
Perhaps, many students
have wondered what that 180

W

foot tall smokestack is doing in
the middle of our wonderful
Longwood campus? Well,
along with the good, there usually comes the bad. In order to
have the capacity of heating
98,000 pounds of steam per
hour, there must be a lot of
energy produced and expelled.
There are five boilers inside
Longwood's heating plant,
three of which burn oil, and two
that burn green saw dust.
After these materials are
burned, they do not simply vanish; they produce unwanted
byproducts which find their
way up the smokestack and disperse throughout the air,
whichever way the wind docs
blow. Per year, the total emissions of unwanted gases is
approximately 103.1 tons.
These emissions, or pollutants,
include the following substances: PM10 (small paniculate matter), nitrogen oxides

(Nox), carbon monoxide
(CO), volatile organic compounds (VOC), sulfur dioxide
(S02), and
lead (Pb).
Although these pollutants are
not desirable, over the years,
Longwood has moved towards
cleaner and more efficient
energy fuels.
In
1978,
Longwood
switched two of its boilers
from a coal— which is one of
the dirtiest fossil fuels available—to a wood based fuel
system. Hopefully, as new
technologies are introduced,
Longwood will continue its
effort of shifting to less harmful, and more efficient, ways
of supplying our community
with heat and hot water.
So as winter approaches,
be thankful for the burning
fuels which satisfy our comforts and quality of life.

Pi Kap Rumors
Unfounded
By: SHELLY PERUTELU
Copy Editor

. .
rhe Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity has been at
the center of many
rumors the past weeks. The
rumors were that Pi Kappa
Phi lost their hall and chapter
room due to hazing and
underage drinking. With the
appearance of a trailer located in front of the Lankford
Building more speculation
continued The trailer was
supposedly the new home of
the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.
These rumors are false.
'The trailer was a rush
gimmick,"
Gina
Lee.
Coordinator of Greek Affairs

said.
The Pi Kappa Phi fraternity still have their hall located
on the third floor of Frazer.
The fraternity did lose the use
of the chapter room for use
other than business purposes
due to organizational difficulties within the fraternity.
"We did everything asked
by the administration and are
in the process of getting the
chapter room back for all
uses,"
Dusty Anderson,
President of Pi Kappa Phi said.
The fraternity plans on
having that process done by
Oktoberfest.
"We did not get in trouble
for any disciplinary action.
Just to clear it up we are not in
trouble," Anderson said.

Convocation Continues
Longwood's Tradition
By: DBTRA NANCE
Assistant Editor

What's one of the
advantages
of
being a senior?
You get to go to Convocation
and wear a big funny hat that
reflects all your wonderful
Longwood memories.
Convocation was held
Thursday, September 11 in
Jarman Auditorium to commemorate the Class of 1998
for their accomplishments at
Longwood. I had never been
to Convocation before and I
didn't really know what it
was about either. I went this
year because I was asked by
my roommate to be a "Little
Sister" and decorate her mortar board. I was honored to
have been asked but I had no
clue about what I was supposed to do with this thing.

Owtotae Roberts at Convocation

/

J

*

I didn't want to let my
roommate down, so I went
around asking people just what
the Capping Ceremony was. I
found out that it was a big
event. I went into the rooms of
some other "Little Sisters" to
see what they were up to and I
was astounded by all of the
objects that could hang off of
the cap. Stuff ranged from
cows, flowers, teddy bears,
beer bottles, poems, streamers,
quotes, stories, pictures, and
everything else you can possibly imagine.
People were also extremely secretive about what they
were putting on the caps
because the "Big Brother/Sister"
is supposed to be surprised by
what's on there.
It was funny seeing everyone lined up on the sidewalk
dressed in their graduation
gowns while people were
standing beside them holding
trash bags which concealed the

caps. (I wonder what the people driving by thought.)
Convocation was the first
time the senior class got
together as a united group. It
hadn't hit me until I saw
everyone in Jarman that I realized how many of my friends
would be graduating this year,
and I'll admit, it made me a
little sad. The ceremony was
great and filled with words of
inspiration from Dr. Patricia
Cormier, President of Longwood;
Steve Turner, President of the
Senior Gass; and Dr. Norman
Bergman, Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
When the capping part of
Convocation finally came
around, everyone was in awe
of each other's caps. Some
people laughed and others
cried. I think some people
realized that Convocation
marked the beginning of the
Class of 1998's list year at
Longwood.
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THE ROTUNDA

EDITORIALS
Cooper's Corner: Adjusting to Life at Longwood
by SHARON COOPER,
Rotunda Staff Columist

/"^fo here I am in my Senior
^ year of college, or rather
k*J my super-senior year, and I
have had a lot of realizations. I hear
there is a big Freshman class this year,
and I remember what it felt like to be
somewhere new—for me it was at
VCU before I transferred here.
College is a transitional time.
Moving away for the first time, taking on new responsibilities, feeling
scared, wondering if you fit in—or
deciding if it really matters. It is kind
of funny if you think about it. All
your life, your mother (or whoever)
warned you not to talk to strangers,
but in college you are forced to live

with a stranger, MOVE IN with
someone you have never met, and
within a week, you are using each
other's shaving cream and feeling like
you have known each other forever.
Maybe you love your first few
months away, or maybe you cannot
wait to visit your old friends back
home. Hopefully, before long, you
will visit home, and when it is time
to go back to school, you will call
Longwood home as well.'
I am writing this column because it is something I have always
wanted to do, but I never had the
"time" to. That is my first piece of
advice to Freshmen (and to everyone
else too). Make time for things that
matter. Here is a few other thoughts
on college, specifically here at
Longwood.

* For some, Longwood's
population may be an extension of
home, or it may be a shock. Take
advantage of a unique opportunity.
On your hall (or somewhere in your
dorm) there are probably people from
different states (maybe different
countries), or from a different religious background, or just with different ideas. Staying up until midnight to learn about someone different than you can be just as valuable
as your 8:30 am class.
* Find a balance that works for
you. Some people cannot handle a
job, 18 credits, joining Greek life, and
being in a musical all at one time.
Others might need a semester with
few commitments. Sometimes you
have to learn to say no in order to
make time for things that count (and

it is okay if that list changes while
you are here).
•Take a class for fun. Maybe
you have not figured out your major,
but even if you have, you might realize that you have talents you have
never even realized.
* Take advantage of all die free
events. How many other times in
your life will you be able to see speakers, sporting events, art shows, and
plays for free?

Longwood will be whatever
you make of it Take some chances
Have some fun (oh, and study too).
After all, it may be the best four (or
five) years of your life.
Is there anything you would
like Cooper to comment on? Please
let her know by sending a note to The
Rotunda/ c/o Sharon Cooper/ Box
2901 or e-mailing her at
rotunda@longwoodlwc.edu.

From The Editor's Desk:
Freshmen Have it Right
by MICHAEL P.H. YOUNG,
Editor-in-Chief

~¥" ~T pperclassmen, think back to your freshman year. (Enter way-back
m /machine music) Think about the people that you lived with. Think
\*S about the community aspect of that hall which you lived on. Think
about ACTUALLY going to the hall programs that your RA came up with,
like going to see Tom Deluca as a group or heading to the Tea Room one
night Think about the first night that you stayed up with your hallmates until
4 AM just to get to know each other and share some of your past experiences.
Think about that first day you moved in and met 40 to 50 new faces, all of
them just as scared as you were.
Now ask yourself this question: Can you name the people you lived
with as a freshman at Longwood College and how many of them do you
keep in contact with on a regular basis?
With some degree of certainty, I can say most of you cannot This is
not a dig on anyone in any way, shape or form because I know mat I am guilty
of the same thing as every one else. I have moved on to new friends and new
experiences just like the rest of you, but I can still vividly picture all theevents
from my freshman year. Everytime I go onto a freshman hall, all of my
memories come rushing back to me and it is one of the coolest things that I
Michael PJi. Young
experience in my life. I can remember the good times, and the bad I can
Editor-in-Chief/Sports Editor
vividly remember the time that the people on my hall gathered and talked at
the end of the hall on Monday night until 4 AM because the air-a)ndirioner
was out and no one could sleep. I can remember the first girl I thought was
Deitra Nance
Melanie Barker
Mikee French
Assistant Editor
Chief Copy Editor
Layout and Page Designer cute on my hall.
As we go further into our college experience, we start breaking apart
Nina Lynch
News and Editorials Editor from that community that was started as freshmen and begin losing touch
Gregory "Upsilon Sigma" McCarney.
Arts and Entertainment Editor with the first good friends that we had here. Building community in the resiElizabeth Crispens
Co-General Manager dence halls is crammed down our throats, but no one wants to do anything
C. Brandi Frasier
Co-General Manager about it We choose to stick to our cliques and who we want to live with and
Sylvia Odell
Business Manager isolate ourselves from every one else. I say that we need to revert back to our
Jeremy Glesner.
Advertising Manager "freshman mentality" when it comes to this issue. I have lived on a hall
Heather Whitacre
Photography Manager where the only people that I knew were the guys I lived with, my RA and
Shelly Perutelli
Copy Editor her roommate, and three girls from down the hall. How messed up is that
Jeff Dingeldein
Advisor when you don't even know your hallmates names?
I guess the freshman have it right and I should shout to them to not let
it
slip
away,
no matter if you join a fraternity or sorority, move on to new
Staff Writers/Columnists
things,
don't
forget
the people that y ou first rjecarnegaxi friends with and the
April Moore ♦ Jaclyn O'Laughlin ♦ Jessica McCaughey ♦ Benjamin Tufts ♦
community
aspect
of your environment
Sharon Cooper ♦ Kristin Wigington^ Kelly Gerow ♦ Cali Adams ♦ Reuben Skye Rose
Upperclassmen, when was the last time you went down to someone's
♦ Saryna Somerville ♦ Jeromy French ♦
room that you didn't know and just stuck your head in just to say hello? Just
a thought

The Rotunda, a student newspaper at Longwood College, is published weekly during the school
year (except on holidays and exam periods and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville,
Virginia.
All stories, advertisements, and photographs must be submitted by 5 PM Monday in order to run in
Wednesday's paper. The Rotunda will not accept any late stories.
If you wish to have a story covered, please contact the office and allow a week for most assignment
to be given to a staff writer. In case of extenuating circumstances, accomodations may be made. The
offices of The Rotunda are located in the Lankford Student Union, Room 142. The office phone number
is (804) 395-2120 and our e-mail address is: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and should be mailed to Box 2901 and should be addressed as
such. They must be typed and received by 5 PM Monday in order to be published in the Wednesday
edition. All letters are subject to editing, and signatures are required. Any person wishing to have his/her
name withheld from the letter may request, in writing, to withhold the name at press. Letters may be
printed at any time, and some will be responded to by the Editor.
The Rotunda does not discriminate based on religion, sex, ethnic background, sexual orientation or
handicap. All inquiries should be directed to Michael PH. Young, Editor-in-Chief.
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NEWS
Walking Above Water, Walking Below Smoke
by: REUBEN SKYE ROSE
Staff Columnist

TT 7"ater flows below our
\/\/ feet everyday here at
V V Longwood.
After
being heated in oil and wood
fueled boilers, the water turns
into steam which then travels,
through pipes, toward our
rooms and buildings. Once in
our buildings, the cycle is
reversed: the steam converts
back into water, travels underground back to where it started, and the process is repeated
all over again.
If it was not for this watercycling process, we would all
be complaining about cold
showers and frosty rooms—
especially in the wintertime. It
is this cycle which heats our
buildings and water.
Perhaps, many students
have wondered what that 180

foot tall smokestack is doing in
the middle of our wonderful
Longwood campus? Well,
along with the good, there usually comes the bad. In order to
have the capacity of heating
98,000 pounds of steam per
hour, there must be a lot of
energy produced and expelled.
There are five boilers inside
Longwood's heating plant,
three of which burn oil, and two
that burn green saw dust.
After these materials are
burned, they do not simply vanish; they produce unwanted
byproducts which find their
way up the smokestack and disperse throughout the air,
whichever way the wind does
blow. Per year, the total emissions of unwanted gases is
approximately 103.1 tons.
These emissions, or pollutants,
include the following substances: PM10 (small paniculate matter), nitrogen oxides

(Nox), carbon monoxide
(CO), volatile organic compounds (VOC), sulfur dioxide
(S02), and lead (Pb).
Although these pollutants are
not desirable, over the years,
Longwood has moved towards
cleaner and more efficient
energy fuels.
In
1978,
Longwood
switched two of its boilers
from a coal— which is one of
the dirtiest fossil fuels available—to a wood based fuel
system. Hopefully, as new
technologies are introduced,
Longwood will continue its
effort of shifting to less harmful, and more efficient, ways
of supplying our community
with heat and hot water.
So as winter approaches,
be thankful for the burning
fuels which satisfy our comforts and quality of life.

Pi Kap Rumors
Unfounded
By: SHELLY PERUTELU
Copy Editor

rhe Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity has been at
the center of many
rumors the past weeks. The
rumors were that Pi Kappa
Phi lost their hall and chapter
room due to hazing and
underage drinking. With the
appearance of a trailer located in front of the Lankford
Building more speculation
continued. The trailer was
supposedly the new home of
the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.
These rumors are false.
^The trailer was a rush
gimmick,"
Oina
Lee,
Coordinator of Greek Affairs

said.
The Pi Kappa Phi fraternity still have their hall located
on the third floor of Frazer.
The fraternity did lose the use
of the chapter room for use
other than business purposes
due to organizational difficulties within the fraternity.
"We did everything asked
by the administration and are
in the process of getting the
chapter room back for all
uses,"
Dusty Anderson,
President of Pi Kappa Phi said.
The fraternity plans on
having that process done by
Oktoberfest.
"We did not get in trouble
for any disciplinary action.
Just to clear it up we are not in
trouble," Anderson said.

Convocation Continues
Longwood's Tradition
By: DETTRA NANCE
Assistant Editor

What's one of the
advantages
of
being a senior?
You get to go to Convocation
and wear a big funny hat that
reflects all your wonderful
Longwood memories.
Convocation was held
Thursday, September 11 in
Jarman Auditorium to commemorate the Class of 1998
for their accomplishments at
Longwood. I had never been
to Convocation before and I
didn't really know what it
was about either. I went this
year because I was asked by
my roommate to be a "little
Sister" and decorate her mortar board. I was honored to
have been asked but I had no
clue about what I was supposed to do with this thing.

ChrWne Robert at Convocation

/* j >•

I didn't want to let my
roommate down, so I went
around asking people just what
the Capping Ceremony was. I
found out that it was a big
event. I went into the rooms of
some other "Little Sisters" to
see what they were up to and I
was astounded by all of the
objects that could hang off of
the cap. Stuff ranged from
cows, flowers, teddy bears,
beer bottles, poems, streamers,
quotes, stories, pictures, and
everything else you can possibly imagine.
People were also extremely secretive about what they
were putting on the caps
because the "Big Brother/Sister"
is supposed to be surprised by
what's on there.
It was funny seeing everyone lined up on the sidewalk
dressed in their graduation
gowns while people were
standing beside them holding
trash bags which concealed the

caps. (I wonder what the people driving by thought.)
Convocation was the first
time the senior class got
together as a united group. It
hadn't hit me until I saw
everyone in Jarman that I realized how many of my friends
would be graduating this year,
and I'll admit, it made me a
little sad. The ceremony was
great and filled with words of
inspiration from Dr. Patricia
Cormier, President of Longwood;
Steve Turner, President of the
Senior Gass; and Dr. Norman
Bergman, Vice President for
Academic Affairs.
When the capping part of
Convocation finally came
around, everyone was in awe
of each other's caps. Some
people laughed and others
cried. I think some people
realized that Convocation
marked the beginning of the
Class of 1998's last year at
Longwood.
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Meet Our New Residence Education Coordinators
Curry

Cox/Wheeler

By.GREGMCCARNEY

By:BETHCRISPENS

Donna Deragon* R.E.C.
of Curry, is a native of
Canton, Massachusetts. She
completed her undergraduate work at Florida Southern
University. Before going to
the University of South
Carolina for her Masters,
which she completed this
past
Spring,
Deragon
worked for Give Kids the
World, a non-profit organization, for a year and a half.
Deragon's first knowledge of Longwood came
through her affiliation with
her sorority, Zeta Tau Alpha,
which was founded on campus. Deragon enjoys the

small town feel of
Farmville and Longwood's
personable environment.
Deragon has many
wonderful plans for Curry
Hall this year, including the
creation of a rec lounge
similar to Frazer's. She
also plans to revamp the
study lounges.
"My focus is to build a
strong living and learning
center for Freshmen, to promote responsible citizenship, and to create a community through hall programs and building* programs," Deragon said.

Frazer
By: GREG MCCARNEY
Don Francis, R.E.C. of
Frazer, is a genuine Packer
Backer from the cheese state
of Wisconsin. Francis graduated with a degree in
Computer Science and Art
from Ripon College in Ripon,
Wisconsin. Ripon College is
similar to Longwood, but it
only has about 850 students.
Ripon College is also the
school that Harrison Ford
attended, but came three
credits short of a degree (he
fiukd Senior Seminar).
Francis received his
Masters
from
College
Misericordia. which is Latin
for Heart of Mercy.
Farmville reminds him of
Ripon. He likes me fact that

everything is in walking distance, and Farmville's
coolest day is often much
wanner than Wisconsin.
Francis is planning on
battling the apathy which is
inherent with upperclassmen
and trying to get more students involved in the
Residence Hall Association,
as well as making Frazer the
best on campus.
On his business cards,
Francis
quotes
Vlnce
Lombardi at saying, "the
quality of a person's Ufa is in
direct proportion to their
commitment to excellence
regardless of their chosen
field of endeavor.''

ByrMATTRJNKER
he new Residential
Education
Coordinator for the
Cunninghams, Martina
Adams, is very familiar with
the policies and atmosphere
of Longwood College. Her
familiarity with the school is
because she graduated from
Longwood.
Adams was very active
while studying here. She was

■I

an RA for three years in various residence halls and was
the only RA for three summer
sessions one year. She was
also involved with Alpha
Kappa Alpha (AKA), Judicial
Board, Association of Black
Students (ABS), Longwood
Chapter
of
NAACP,

See Cunninghams page 5
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rhere have been many
changes
in
the
administration, staff,
and faculty at Longwood.
Cox and Wheeler are two
areas that received a new
staff member—Keli Faria.
Faria attended Virginia
Tech for her undergraduate
work in Biology and PreMed. She then went to the
University of Georgia and
received her Masters in
Student Personnel in Higher
Education.
Faria mentioned some
goals she hopes to accomplish with Cox and Wheeler.
She plans to make use of all
the space in the two buildings. There are some rooms
that were used for coat closets around the time the buildings were built that now
stand empty. She would like
those spaces to be efficiently
used as study rooms. Also
mentioned wife plans to
improve the areas that are
now

puters and make them more
user friendly. Faria also mentioned that she would like to
see more faculty interactions
with students. Possible programs are Adopt-A-Faculty,
dinner with faculty, faculty
attendance at programs, and
faculty attendance at Hall
Council meetings. This would
help students and faculty get to
know each other better.
Faria mentioned that the
R.E.C. staff is trying to gain
consistency. She said that they
worked as a good cohesive unit
and were there as advocates for
the students.
Faria, a native of Cape
Cod, is an EMT. In her spare
time she likes to do anything
outdoors, such as hiking and
camping. Faria said that if any
student would like company
biking or rollerblading they
should give her a call. She also
said that she loves her staff.
Faria, is; gating married in
the summer of 1998 and is tryush. When

emphasized with every
speech heard and every
received by students. It
quickly becoming stale and
uninteresting. However,
with the arrival of Heidi
Stump, the new R.E.C. of the
Colonnades, life is interesting again.
Graduating in 1993 from
the University of Virginia,
Stump took two years off
before beginning her graduate work. During the two
years, Stump lived in Alaska
working for the Alaskan
Wildlife Studies leading
wildlife expeditions. She
then moved to Boulder,

.
of tar double Whoo
status) fer heir Wasters in education with a focus in higher
education administration,
which she completed in 1997.
Smirks, remarks about the
natives, and "Where did you
say you went to schoolf usually accompanies any mention
of Farmville and Longwood.
However, Stump, used to living in small college towns,
enjoys the area and its unfolding mysteries. In fact,
Longwood's reputation is one
of the reasons she is here.
"I heard wonderful things
about the staff, and I wanted a

a-

of music. "-Sometimes if you
pass her office, you may hear
some
country
music.
However, she will not admit
that she likes it Along with all
types of music, she enjoys all
types of movies and has over
100 to be exact
Faria said, "It's a movie
collection
to
rival
Blockbuster's."
Faria attended the women's
soccer game at the Olympics,
in which they took the gold.
But that is not the only thing
that she has done in conjunction with the Olympics. Faria
got to hold the torch while she
took a picture with the runner.
She was also the assistant
building director which
housed international judges,
athletes, Olympic security,
FBI agents, bomb squads, and
the K-9 dogs;
Faria,
R.E.C,
of
Cox/Wheeler, has a lot to offer
students not only in Cox and
Wheeler, but across campus as
well.

_. _ p? *»
group; to work with
there are so many changes as
they come out of high
school."
With the help of her
eleven resident assistants,
Stump hopes to improve die
unique freshman experience
by building close relationships within the building.
When Stump is not at her
desk in the Colonnades, she
enjoys reading and preparing
for triathlons by biking, running, and swimming.

NEW-S
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Kappa Delta Announces
Centennial Scholarship
In honor of its Centennial
Anniversary,
the Alpha
Chapter of Kappa Delta sorority at Longwood College is
proud to present a Centennial
Scholarship to an outstanding
Greek woman on campus.
Through membership in
Kappa Delta's elite Golden
Circle, this chapter has displayed its commitment to the
KD Foundation, which supports scholarships, fellowships, the educational and
leadership programs of the
sorority, and the National
Panhellenic Conference. It is
appropriate, this being the
National
Panhellenic
Conference's Year of the
Scholar, that sorority members
have chosen to celebrate by

presenting a scholarship to a
woman from another sorority
on campus.
Those eligible for the
scholarship are upperclass
Greek women (Junior or
Senior classification as of the
beginning of the Fall 1997 academic year) who have demonstrated academic accomplishment (3.0 or above on a 4.0
scale cumulative GPA) and
who are representative of the
highest qualities of ethical
leadership in university, fraternal and community activities.
The winner will receive a
$1,000 cash scholarship and a
certificate of award in late
October 1997. Contact the
Panhellenic Office for an
application.

Athletics
continued from cover page
son."
White is the daughter of Rick
and Luci Kay of Burke, Va.,
and is majoring in elementary
education at Longwood. She
currently leads the team in
scoring with her six goals and
three assists for IS points.
Thompson helped the
Lancer men's soccer team continue its finest beginning to a
Cfdp since 1988 with two
wins and a tie last week. The
fourth-year goalkeeper had
four saves during a 3-1 win at
Carolinas-Virginia Athletic
Conference (CVAC) opponent
St Andrews (N.C.) Sept 13,
including a rare stop on a free
penalty-kick attempt He followed that performance with
two saves during a 3-0 win at
CVAC foe Mount Olive (N.C.)

Sept. 14. Earlier in the week,
Thompson made a remarkable
18 stops during a hard-fought
1-1 tie with Mary Washington
Sept. 10. The Lancers are currently 4-0-1 overall, 3-0 in the
CVAC.
"Steve is our leader on the
field," said men's soccer head
coach Todd Dyer. "He is comfortable with his role in the net
and is one of the best keepers
in the conference."
"Steve's save at St
Andrews was spectacular and
it was critical to the game's
outcome.''
Thompson is the son of
Thomas and Susan Thompson
of Dumfries, Va., and is majoring in physical education at
Longwood. He originally
began at the College in 1988

Fusion

like
the
Limbo,
the
Temptations Walk, and the
Bump.
Axam dedicated the last
performance of the evening to
black on black crime and the
pain that it brings to families
and the community.
Pleading for support and
togetherness, she said, "The
moment we cease to hold each
other, the moment we break
the faith with each other, the

continued from page 5

provide a solid historical
foundation for the show.
Encouraged by Axam, the
director, choreographer, and
co-creator of the show, audience members ran for the
stage to participate in dances

THE ROTUNDA

Cunninghams
continued from page 4

Longwood Dance Company,
and was accommodation by
Chi while a student.
She was commended for
her hard work at the Help
Desk and as a switchboard
operator.
After graduating, Adams
began working as an admissions counselor. Her duties
included traveling to College
Nights and Fairs, coordinating volunteers at the
Admissions Office, as well as
working on - Multicultural
Night for prospective students.
Adams says that staying
at Longwood after graduation
was a way to give back to the
college, which taught her bom
inside and outside the classroom.
"I am originally from
New York, so I got assimilated with Virginia through my
college experiences," said
Adams,
"In
a sense
Longwood has given me the
opportunity to stay [in

Vupm]."
She is happy with what
she is doing, "ftji not about

and was the starting goalie on
that year's 13-4-1 squad
which was ranked as high as
17th in the nation. The 27year-old Thompson then took
time away from Longwood
while serving in the Navy
before returning last year to
complete his education.

sea engulfs us and the lights
go out. Don't let the lights go
out."
Fusion's performance, centered around multiculturalism
and diversity, filled a void at
Longwood.
Lacking in
shows dealing with those two
issues, Fusion's arrival was a
small step towards diverse
programs that appeal to the
entire campus.

%a#

and the Cunninghams. The
job was split so one person
took
charge
of
the
Cunninghams, and another for
the Colonnades.
"I can devote all my time
to the Cunninghams, when
before past RECs had to split
their time," Adams stated, "I
had to let the residents know
what was expected."
Expectations such as rules
with alcohol free floors, visitation, and door propping have
been addressed and followed
in the Cunninghams.
•The building is home to
the same amount of students
as one of die high rises, but
has 12 exits, which can be a
security problem.
"Residents prop doors for
themselves, but then other
people can come in that don't
belong in the building."
The Cunninghams, which
was built in many different
stages, is home to a diverse
group of students. Three fraternities. Alpha Chi Rho
(AXP), Tau Kappa Alpha
(TKE), and Phi Beta Sigma
cajl the dorm home. Many
' " also exist in

Social Honors Academic
Residences (SHARe).
"I believe that residents
choose to live in the
Cunninghams," Adams said.
She
feels
that
Cunningham residents have a
hall spirit, it just hasn't been
tapped yet
Adams has a lot of plans
for her building, which is seen
to many residents as being
overlooked.
"The Cunninghams aren't
on the back burner, it's just
that the money has not been
funded yet," Adams said.
There have been plans to
renovate the building, but that
would cost several million
dollars.
For now though, Adams
plans to make the study
lounges more user friendly,
increase security through education and equipment, and get
work orders done promptly.
"We are trying to revise
our work order process, but
we are getting the old furniture from Frazer," says
Adams, which means residents have to be patient

Martina Adas* hopes to
stay in the Studjw Attain
' either as

HEAR STORIES FROM
AROUND THE WORLD WITH
SHINDAHA COOPER

Wednesday, September 24th at 7:00**
hi the tmmmmmMt laHreaw ef Uwfcferd Student Unlea

For Information on more events sponsored by Lancer
Productions, please call »2734 If you hm any questions
about an event, you can call us at x2l 10 or e-mail us at:
laiKprodehoiigwood.lwc.edii.
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-flits & £ntettalhWht
Pippin to Debut October 23
By: BENJAMIN TUFTS
StV^y Writer

~T\ ehearsals have already
FT begun for the
•*• V October production
of Pippin, a musical comedy
by Stephen Schwartz. Pippin
is brought to us by the same
directing team responsible
for last faU's Godspell,
another Schwartz musical.
The performances will take
place at 7:30 in Molnar
Recital Hall in the Wygal
building, on October 23, 24,
and 25. Admission is free to
Longwood students, but each
wishing to attend must first
show his or her student ID at
the Janrjan box office for a
ticket to gain entry. This is
done to prevent overfilling of
the hall.
Last semester, the Lancer
Edition Show Choir became
the cast of Godspell, under
the musical and artistic direction of Dr. Donald Trott,
Music Department Chair, and
Thomas Williams, Associate
Professor of Music. The success of Godspell was all the
convincing Trott and
Williams needed to attempt
Pippin this fall. Auditions
for this fall's production were
open to the entire campus,
but a few familiar faces have

returned. Brennen Mullenix,
stage ensemble of ten vocalwho played the lead role in
ists.
Godspell, is cast as Pippin.
Pippen boasts fresh talent
Godspell cast members Nathan
as well. Making their acting
Rifenburg and Ashby Dodge
debut on the Wygal stage are
will also return to the Wygal
Tee Parker, Rob Blankenship,
stage in October. Godspell
Mary Johnson, and Meredith
stage manager Taylor
McCrum. Marty Boone,
Richardson, a junior "Ebony Broils, Traci Cosner,
Management Information
Sara Dufour, Tracy Hitt, Jeff
Systems major, and sound and
Kent, Jon Morris, Shane
lighting technicians William
Rakowski, Jonathan Somers,
Lynn and Linda Hallidayand Mike Young will be
Myers of the Theatre
singing on stage in the chorus.
Department are again helping
Pippin also includes child
out behind the scenes.
actor Jake Reynolds of
In our interview, Thomas
Pamplin. $uch of the choreWilliams made sure to emphaography for Godspell was
size that although the staging
provided by cast member
of Pippin would never have
Robbie pulirman; This year,
been conceived of without
Richmond's Taia Penick of
Godspell as a launching pad,
New York fame has been
this fall's production is in
brought in to fill that role.
many ways very different.
The Pippin pit band is almost
Those who caught a show will
twice as large, and will be
remember the jarring contrast
piped into the auditorium
of moods between the first and
from an adjoining room in the
last half of Godspell, and the
building.
largely religious content.
If Godspell is any indicaPippin is a one-act comedy x tion, Pippin promises to be
with eight scenes, depicting the \ quite an impressive perforspiritual, political and sexual
mance, considering the
maturation of Pippin, son of
returning talent, and the excitCharlemagne. Pippin calls for
ing new faces. As a student
a larger cast, a more involved
familiar with what the music
set, and generally provides
department here at Longwood
more of a challenge both musiis capable of, I would recomcally and artistically. An
mend this show to anyone
immediately obvious differwho likes to laugh and enjoys
ence is die presence of an ongood music.

Fusion Entertains and
Educates Students
By: MELANIE BARKER
& JEROMY FRENCH
fu'sion, n. 1. the act or process
of combining or blending by
melting together.
Fusion! lived up to its name
Tuesday, September 9, as the
company blended together
dances, stories, drama, and

music to narrate the story and
influence of African culture in
America.
The company, made up of
Terrie "Ajile" Axam. Sheronda
Sheppard, Karen Davis, Kevin
Vega, Samba DiAUo,
Mohammed, and Justin
Ellington filled Jarman
Auditorium with a plethora of
rhythms, images, and dances.
Axam stated the message of

die show, as she said, "We are
all energy beings. We choose
whether our energy is positive
or negative. I try to do everything positive in 90 minutes.
My message is about the
impact, importance, and the
influence of the African drum,
which is important because
rhythm connects people."
The spiritually oriented
show also encouraged pride in

Surfs Up! Surfer M^j

By: MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor

M i ifteen years ago,
mi Saturday mornings
JL
would begin early.
From 9 AM to 12:30 PM, many
of us would sit infront of the
television clad pajamas with a
bowl of Lucky Charms for a
cartoon marathon.
Today,
however, the children watch
their cartoons while most of us
sleep through poor imitations
of Saturday morning cartoons.
With this website review, I will
pay homage to our cartoons.
If the memories of past
Saturday mornings draw you to
the internet in search of websites for your favorite cartoons,
I suggest heading to
http://www.yahoo.com/News_
and_Media/Television/Shows/
Cartoons/ first. This site lists
dozens of cartoons—new and
old—from Josie and the
Pussycats to The X-Men. Each
listing contains at least five
links to aid you in your cartoon
quest. I specifically chose a
few of my favorite cartoons to
look at.
Adam Tyner's He-Man
Page is one of the best sites for
the classic He-Man Master of
the Universe cartoon. Located
at http://www.awod.com/
gallery/rwav/ctyer/he-man.
html, this site has cartoon
images, episode reviews, a map
culture, community, and individuality.
"It's not a show, it's an
experience. It's about you.
It's about me. It's about us,"
said Axam.
Axam, Sheppard, Davis,
Vega, and DiAUo combined
various dances like the
Kplango (a West African
dance), the Cake Walk, the
Charleston, the Lindy Hop,

of Eternia, message boards,
newsletters, and episode lists to
the sister show She-Ra.
Another informative site for
fans is The He-Fans Archive
located at http://www.geocities.com/Hollywood/3624/arch
ive.html. This site lists copies
of the 15 He-Man newsletters
distributed by the site's creator.
Who can browse He-Man
sites without visiting a couple
of She-Ra sites too. Located at
http://www.geocities.com/Sout
hBeach/Sands/5271/SheRa.html, this site has a brief
history the She-Ra story, as
well as a comparison to
Gwenevre and the Jewel Rider
and access to the She-Ra fanclub.
A Saturday morning without the Smurfs is not a
Saturday morning at all. The
Smurfin' Smurf Page at
http://mars.utm.edu/~jonntidw/smurfs.html contains a
brief thesis of the Smurf's
influence on today's culture, as
well as points of interest like
the truth behind the purple
Smurf epidemic and Gargamel's
obsession with finding the tiny
blue creatures. This site also
lists the starring Smurfs from
Anonymous Smurf to Wild
Smurf. The creator of this site
also takes the initiative to
include his own Should-HaveBeen Smurfs like Computer
Nerd Smurf, Mail Smurf, and
Teenage Angst Smurf.

the Jitterbug, the Twist and
several other modern dances
into the performance.
Peppering the dances, were
stories and dramatic skits
about African influences on
music, dance, and cultures in
America. Through intensive
research, Axam was able to

See Fusion page 6
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fen's soccer Remains
Undefeated

Continued from page 8
the second half, but senior keeper
Steve Thompson (Dumfries-GarField H.S.) made a spectacular save,
punching the hall just over the goal.
"Steve's save was critical to
the game's outcome," explained
Dyer.
A few minutes later,
Longwood added to its lead with
Rogers volleying in a comer kick
fromMurdock. Persistence aided SL
Andrews to score a few minutes later,
but the Lancers' pressing offense led
to a third goal, this time from sophomore forward Chris Schrader
(Lyndibuig-BrookvilleRS.). Assisting the goal with a through ball that
split the host team's defense was
freshman Chris Rapp (MidlothianMidlothian U.S.).

Against Mary Washington,
senior Chris Engstrom (DumfriesCD. Hylton H.S.) scored the lone
goal on a penalty-kick attempt, while
Thompson kept things interesting
with 18 saves in front of the net during the tightly-contested match.
Through five matches, Lopez
and Zollinhofer lead LC in scoring
with three goals each, followed by
Engstrom and Rogers with two goals
each. Murdcck and Hopson each add
two assists, while Shaffner and
Schrader each have contributed a goal
to the attack. Thompson has played
337:15 in front of the net with 36
saves while allowing just three goals
(0.80) for a. 923 save percentage. He
was injured at Mount Olive but is
expected back in the lineup this week.

THE ROTUNDA

Lancer Women Golfers Give
Another Strong Showing in
Lady Monarch Invitational
Longwood placed fifth
among 15 predominantly
Division I teams at the
Lady Monarch Invitational
hosted by Division III power
Methodist (N.C.) Sept. 12-13.
The Lancers fired rounds of 311315-626 at the 5,834-yard, par-72
Kings Grant Country Club in
Fayetteville, N.C. The 36-hole
tournament was won by North
Carolina-Greensboro and its 299312-611 team total. Coach Cindy
Ho's team will now travel north
to participate in the 54-hole Lady
Northern Invitational hosted by
Penn State Sept. 19-21.

The Lancers were led in
North Carolina by senior Karla
Roberson (Chesapeake-Great
Bridge H.S.) who finished in a tie
for fifth individually among the
83-player field with her 74-77151. She was followed by the
sophomore Becky Mailloux
(Hope, R.I.-Scituate H.S.) with a
77-78-155, and the impressive
play of local freshman Mandy
Beamer (Crewe-Nottoway H.S.)
with a 79-80-159. Mailloux tied
for 13th individually, while
Beamer placed in a tie for 32nd
in only her second collegiate tournament. Also playing for LC

were sophomore Jessica
Fernandez (Baltimore, Md.Patapsco H.S.) who shot 81-80161 and junior Rachel Abbott
(Clemmons, N.C.-Boyerstown,
Palis i with a 81-81-162, each
steady throughout the weekend.
Through two tournaments
and 72 holes of play this fall,
Roberson leads the Lancers with
her strong 74.75 stroke average.
Roberson is followed by
Mailloux (77.50), Fernandez
(80.5), Abbott (80.75), and
Beamer (81.0). Sophomore Katie
Soule (Suffolk-Franklin H.S.) is
averaging 88.0 through two
rounds of play for Lpngv
Longwood.

Longwood Women's Soccer Improves to 5-1 with
Road Wins Over CNU, Mount Olive, St. Andrews

■

Longwood won three con
secutive road matches last
week, including a pair of
CVAC contests in North Carolina
over the weekend. The Lancers
beat Mount Olive (N.C.) 9-0 Sept.
14, following a 5-0 triumph at St
Andrew's Sept 13. LC also picked
up a 2-0 win at Christopher Newport Sept 9 while improving to 5-

1 overall, 2-1 in the CVAC. Coach
Todd Dyer's team will host conference opponent Coker (SC.) Saturday, Sept 20, at 11 a.m. on First
Avenue Field in Farmville, Va..
At Mount Olive (N.C), the
Lancer women were well on their
way to a 9-0 win within the first
twenty minutes of play with a
breakaway goal by freshman for-

■

ward Erin Hirschi (Virginia Beach
Salem H.S.). Sophomore Amy
Honeycutt
(Stafford-North
Stafford H.S.) was next to score by
knocking in a deflected ball loose
in the goal mouth. LC added two
more goals before the end of the
first half as junior Kate Hrastar
(Clifton-Paul IV H.S.) pushed the
ball through to freshman outside

midfielder
Dory
Scull
(Mechanicsville-Lee-Davis H.S.)
who dribbled a few yards before
knocking it past the MOC keeper.
With 10:09 left in the first half, junior Anna Mangiaracina (Virginia
Beach-Green Run H.S.) scored her
first goal of the season with an intended cross to the far comer and
the Lancers led 4-0 at the intermission.
Senior Carrie Burnett
(Springfield-West Springfield
H.S.) knocked in a cross from
Hrastar early in the second half,
giving Hrastar her second assist for
the match. Jusl four minutes later,
Scull scored her second goal of the
game with a chip just over the goalies head. Scull stayed active and
added two assists to the game, her
first coming on a short, grounded
cross that was finished by junior
Kieley Munnikhuysen (MontclairCD. Hylton H.S). Less than two
minutes later, Scull crossed the ball
to Hirschi, who added her second
goal of the game with a one-touch
shot past the keeper. Burnett
scored the ninth goal with a direct
free kick.
"It was a strong finish for the
weekend, and it put us back in the
top half of the conference," stated
Dyer. "Everything was working
for us and the score showed it"
At St. Andrews, the Lancer
women staked their claim on St.
Andrews' territory early in the
match. Sophomore Angela Snyder
(Sterling-Park View H.S.) was the

first to put the Lancers on the board
with a volley from a corner kick
taken by classmate Claudia Walt
(Virginia Beach-Green Run H.S.).
Just five minutes later,
Munnikhuysen knocked in a deflection from the St. Andrews
goalie. Munnikhuysen struck her
second goal with a cross by freshman Amanda Stombaugh (Sterling-Park View H.S.), giving the
Lancers a 3-0 lead at halftime.
Freshman Amina Bayou
(Annandale-WT. Woodson H.S.)
scored her first collegiate goal in
the second half with a header from
a free kick taken by classmate Colleen Bradley (Virginia Beach
TallwoodH.S). Stombaugh added
a goal to her assist with a solid chip
to the near post just 3:40 from the
end.
"This was some of the best
women's soccer I've seen since
I've been at Longwood," said
Dyer. "The quality of possession
was outstanding, and four out of
the five goals scored were definitely highlight material."
Through six matches,
Munnikhuysen leads LC in scoring with six goals and one assist
followed by Scull (4 goals, 4 assists) and Hirschi (6 goals).
Burnett adds four goals and one
assist to the attack. Freshman
keeper Amy Kennedy (CrozetWestern Albemarle H.S.) has
played 405 minutes in front of the
net with 17 saves while allowing
just two goals (0.44) for an .895
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SPORTS
Longwood Field Hockey Has 3-1 Week; Freshman
White Named MVP of Indiana (Pa.) Tournament
Longwood
won
three
of
four
matches last week, including two of three during a
tournament hosted by Indiana
(Pa.). The Lancers defeated host
IUP 2-0 Sept. 14, following a 50 win over Bellarmine (Ky.) and
a disappointing 2-1 loss to
Kutztown (Pa.) Sept. 13. LC also
took a 6-1 road win at Lynchburg
Sept. 9 as the Lancers finished
the week with an overall record
of 4-1. Coach Janet Grubbs'
squad will play a pair of NCAA
Division I opponents this week,
at Davidson (N.C.) Sept. 17, before hosting nearby Virginia
Commonwealth at Barlow Field
during the home opener Sept. 21
at 3 p.m..
In Pennsylvania, freshman
Heather White (Burke-Lake
Braddock H.S.) turned in an impressive three-match performance with four goals and three
assists. She had three goals and
an assist during the win over
Bellarmine, one goal and one assist in the IUP win, and added an
assist against Kutztown. For her
efforts, White was named as the
tournament's co-most valuable
player. White was joined on the
all-tournament team by senior
Lori Clark (Virginia Beach-First
Colonial H.S.), junior Cat
Howard (Virginia Beach.-Kellam
H.S.), and classmate Claire
Reyes (Virginia Beach-Tall wood
H.S.). Clark controlled the
midfield area during the tourney
and added an assist against BC,
while Howard and Reyes were
outstanding on the defensive end
of the field.
Kutztown (Pa.) 2. Ismpvand 1
Longwood opened the
tournament against perennial Division II power Kutztown and
took a 1-0 advantage with 31:08
remaining in the match on a goal
from senior Diana Rice (Bel Air,
Md.-C. Milton Wright H.S.), assisted by White. The Bears, however, scored two goals during the
final 21:32 to take the closely-

•

played victory. Lancer sophomore keeper Kim Iman (Virginia
Beach-Frank W. Cox H.S.) made
10 saves in front of the cage, including a great stop on a penaltystroke attempt by KU.
Longwood 5. Bellarmine (Ky.) 0
Following a few hours rest,
LC played its second match of the
day against Bellarmine. In addition of White's heroics, Rice
added a goal and an assist, while
junior Rachel Holmes (Alexandria-Annandak H.S.) contributed
a goal as well. Iman split the
match in goal with classmate
Becky Huffman (Virginia Beach
Tallwood H.S.) who made two
saves in the second half.

Longwood 2. Indiana (Pa.) 0
LC closed out the tourney
with its win over IUP, coached
by former Lancer All-American
Missy Moran. White gained support from junior Janelle Kern
(Marysville, Pa.-Susquenita
H.S.) with a goal and sophomore
Elizabeth Mann (RichmondOpen H.S.) with an assist. Iman
made one stop while recording
the shutout, the team's third in
five matches.
Through the first five contests, White leads LC in scoring
with her six goals and three assists for IS points. She is followed by Kern (3 goals, 2 assists), Rice (2 goals, 1 assist),
Holmes (2 goals), and Howard (2
goals). Howard also leads the
squad in defensive saves with
two, while sophomore Melanie
Panza (Virginia Beach-Ocean
Lakes H.S.) has one defensive
save. Iman has played 300 minutes in front of the cage and registered 19 saves while allowing
just three goals for an .864 save
percentage She is allowing just
0.70 goals per match with 2.5
shutouts. Huffman has played SO
minutes in front of the cage and
registered two saves while allowing no goals, sharing one shutout with Iman.

IPNGWGDD
Lancer Men's Soccer Remains
Undefeated; Record at 4-0-1
Longwood remained unde
feated on the campaign
with two victories and a tie
last week while continuing its finest
start to a season since 1988. The
Lancers swept a pair of CarolinasVirginia Athletic Conference
(CVAC) matches in North Carolina
over the weekend beating' Mount Olive (N.C.) 34 Sept 14, following a
3-1 triumph at St Andrews (N.C.)
Sept. 13. LC also battled to a 1-1
overtime deadlock with Division ID
stale power Mary Washington Sept
10. Coach Todd Dyer's squad now
4-0-1 overall, 34 in the CVAC, will
play at Randolph-Macon Sept. 17,
before hosting CVAC opponent
Coker (S.C.) Saturday, Sept 20, at 3
pjn..* "
At Mount Ouve.setuor de-

fender Tito Lopez (Tegucigalpa,
Honduras-American School) tacked
in his own deflected free tack off the
MOC wall with 27:35 left in the first
half for a 1-0 LC advantage.
Longwood added another goal early
in the second half as senior Eric
Shaftner (Hampton-Hampton RS.)
beat a defender in the air to head-in a
comer tack taken by freshman Patrck
Murdock (Midlothian-Midlothian
RS.). The victory was sealed five
minutes later by a chipped ball over
the host goalkeeper's head, finished
by sophomore Dan Rogers
(Poquoson-Poquoson H.S.) with an
assist from freshman Scott Hopson
(Gainesville-BrentsvUle H.S.).
"This was by far our most
meaningful win of the season," explained Dyer "Mount Olive was

seeded ahead of us in preseason —
we needed a positive result and we
goth."
At St Andrews, the Lancers
battled throughout the first half, finally finishing a goal to put them in
the lead with less than a minute to go
in the first half. Sophomore Brian
Zollinhofer (Charlottesvillc
Charlottesville RS.) volleyed a cross
from junior Serge Goukhoff (Springfield-West Springfield RS.).
"Our possession was lacking
in the first half, but the late goal gave
us momentum for the second half,"
said Dyer.
St Andrews attempted to tie
the game with a penalty tack early in

~see Men's Soccer,
page 7

